
One of the rights of the child is to be heard. Or so asserted our
correspondents between the ages of 9 and 17, who come from
10 countries.

Most who wrote to us in answer to our questions have food, housing,
education, medical care—fundamental rights. What more does

a child need? We begin this special issue for the International Year
of the Child with some of their replies.
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What are the

rights of a child?

EVERY CHILD has the right to know about
God and what sort of values He stands for.

Every child has the right to decide what sort
of life he wants to live without being
stopped. He also has the right to be told
realistically about what sort of life he has
chosen. 15 year old, England

CHILDREN SHOULD BE ALLOWED to vote

in elections, but should state their reasons
why they choose one person and the expla
nation should be approved by two adults.

14 year old, England

THE RIGHT TO LIVE whether he is talented

or handicapped. The right to speak out.
Although children's thinking is not mature
yet they are part of society.

14 year old, Hong Kong

GROWN UPS should always listen to chil
dren's ideas and let them into family matters,
problems, daily activities, changes in routine
and any other discussions that are to do with
the whole family. 12 year old, England

PEOPLE OUGHT to listen to children since

we are going to take over control very soon.
15 year old, Scotland

THE RIGHTS OF ALL human beings should
be the same, but a child until he is old
enough to be responsible may abuse his
rights and hurt others. However I believe
every child should have the right to the love
and attention he needs (preferably within a
family), the right to an education and to
equal opportunities, and though he may be
guided by his parents he should have the
right to freedom of opinion (which includes
freedom of worship). 15 year old, England

ALL CHILDREN should be told about God so

that when they grow up and have to choose
how to live their lives they can't say they
didn't know that they could change and live
differently. 15 year old, England

How can you
improve the spirit

in your school?

THE SPIRIT would improve if the school
lunches were better. Many boys have a sink
ing feeling after lunch because of soggy
chips, lumpy custard and burnt sausages. I
could talk with the head boy and suggest a
way to put this point to the headmaster.

13 year old, England

OFTEN WE TALK about one another behind

each other's backs. This causes a great deal
of bad feeling. Making everyone feel in
cluded is also how to improve the spirit of
the school. 15 year old, England

I CAN LOVE and be courteous and not be

unkind when someone is unkind to me.

9 year old, USA
SCHOOL contd on p2



SCHOOL contd from pi
NOBODY IS BETTER than the next person
and your colour doesn't matter. The atmos
phere nnjst be^o good between teacher and
pupil that we can ask a teacher something
we don't understand, without being laughed
at. 17 year old, Sotuth Africa

I AM RATHER satisfied with my school.
13 year old, Sweden

START With MYSELF e.g. not fighting, not
quarrelling, not going with the tide, keeping
the school rulies. 14 year old. Hong Kong

IT IS HARD to have the right attitude to
things if you have a guilty conscience. If you
want to see a more healthy spirit at school It

up youi* cdhsi^TO|;|ihd right itiyf
thlngThat isAvrphgwithlr^ enernid$^
Personally however I Have no idea whethel
I have improyedthe spifHt^^y school a^
I certainly need to ehan^itty attitudes. ,■

old, Englanid

What soft
of world would

you like to
grow up in?

ONE COULD ANSWER this by saying I would
like to grow up in a safe padded world with
no suffering, or strife. But you would not
appreciate all the good times in life if the
bad times did not go with them. 1 would like
to grow up in a world where there is more
understanding. 16 year old, England

rwoljLD jdpEi Wli^ith clean air'
artd free Qft^ol!vt}oftr'14 year old, England
.  ■i."; s .. . ■. r •

A WORLD t)iere is peace. I can help
to make this by nqtigptting into arguments
and fightirig with Gtbe'rs.- . -

: ■ /9 yeai^ old, Ndrw^

A WORLD WHERE there is peace and every
body is friendly to each other and everyone
can share and help those who are less
fortunate and there are no thieves and
everywhere you look there is happiness and
laughter and friendship and there is caring
for each other and there is no' care what
colour your skin is and there is nothing like
English or African or Indian or Anrierican,
but'everybody is one great big family, and
there are no diseases and everyone lives as
brothers and sisters. 11 year old, India

I WOULD LIKE to grow up in a full of tree
world. In-the morning the bird will sing out
side my bedroom. To. make this possible I
will begin to plant a little flower and tree.

14 year ojd. Hong Kppg

I VV^KiT:l33 LIVEJn the peacejful wor^^
i can ask Qod to stop the war happening
rhthis worlds I must study^hard. In the future
I ;ean work in-the Governhieht, so that I can

the people of^ Hdftg ifeng. "
15 year'old. Hong Kong

Why are families

TO HAVE A FAMILY is the best thing iri ti|e
whole world, money can't buy lovey dru^
can't buy happiness. Families are the thing.

12 year old, England

CARE ANjDTOVE in a family helps one to
care for and Ipve others more. In this
world where so many people are lonely and
left out for such reasons as unemployment
or race, love and care in the family might I
think lead to much more care and under
standing between management and labour,
thus solving disputes which might otherwise
have resulted in a lot of bitterness.

15 year old, England

THE WOT^LD IS TOO BIG for it to share its
love individually. This is where the family
comes in. There people can have individual
love and caring. The family is the source of
strength. 16 year bid, Canada

EVERYONE SHOULD HAVE A FAMILY to;,
care for and look after them but everyone ;;
should make sure'tbat they care for and help
their families too. 15 year old^ England

IF WE LOSE OUR FAi#lXWe becorne 1^
:and helpless. 14 year old, ifbngj^

I BEBEVp fT IS IMPORTANT for ch^ven up
till 18 years of age to haVe parept&who are
not divorced. A home should be free,,
where you don't feArto w^ a
place fbr oppressiorlv THe chlldrein must feel
that their parents realjy trust them. I would
like myself to create such a home.

13 year old, Sweden

TO BE UNITED with one another and to have
a place for relatives and to have a home
where people love you most of all.

9 year old, USA

A PARENT SHQULD REALISE when a child is
born that if he runs off yyith another girl and
lets the wpman bring up his child, she has to
work for money, give the child security, love
and protection. Some women fail in this,
and the child becomes a murderer or a
prostitute. 17 year old. South Africa

An orange sun emerges over
, Tke city, the world awakes.
Aldhe at the station yob beg:
Approaching foot^epis,^.. You hold out your

bowl....
'God bless you. Sir!\... 'May Vishnu
Grant you happiness. Sir! *....
Ijghored. .. Footsteps.... Silerice.
Your hce drops. .
Hours later you buy
A meagre meal, hiding it
From the other beggars. ; i j
That day yocir mother does rtc^return.
You wander the streets looking, you are

alone. ; "

Poverty child you suffer, you^hi^g^ ^
You sfriile, you hold yptjr head up ^
And ypu defy the world.
Now you are sad. Your spirit is
Crushed and broken.
The world is large and you are small.
Who cares about you?

All men have hopes
As they strive towards their destinies.
Someone most be watching.

14 year old, India

What would you
do if you were

Prime Minister of
your country?

I WQULD COME HOME at the right time so
that my children also have a father. I would
make the children's cr'ossings to schools
safer and give the old people what they
need, especially those who don't have a
family and no one to look after them.

12 year old, Norway

I WOULD TRY to divert industry in new
directions, e.g. the silicon chip and I'have a
few inventions of my oyvn.

15 year old, Scotland

INCREASE AID to developing countries.
; ; 15 year old, Switzerland

I WOULD ASK all |the parties to meet
together and talk about.what is going on in
the country. Then I would ask each of them
to give good answers to the problems of
how to run the country. When they had all
given their answers I would take them into
consideration and try to make a set of ideas.

11 year old^ England

ONE OF MY POLICIES would be slum
clearance. So many families live in over
crowded, unhealthy homes or have no
homes at ,all, while others have far more
space than they need. I would like to try and
eyen out the distribution of wealth and see
that everyone had equal opportunities.

15 year old, England

RESIGN 13 year old, England

MOST IMPORTANT is honesty. I would try
my best not to hide anything from the
people even if it brings trouble to myself,
and to do the things which are best and right
and not the easiest. 16 year old. South Africa
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PARENTS LISTEN
'The International Year of the Child has highlighted an overwhelming need in us parents. What ■
is the missing factor?' asks ANNEJET CAMPBELL, a mother of two. She has recently compiled a ̂
book, Listen to the Children, which will appear in June. The idea, she says, emerged during a dis
cussion with 12 friends from several countries. 'All of us were aware of the massive breakdown
of family life, with nearly half the marriages in places as far apart as California and Moscow
breaking up,' Mrs Campbell remembers. 'All felt the threat of this breakdown to the
world in which our children have to live. But our immediate concern was with the
ordinary problems which every wife and mother meets, which can grow and end in
disaster.' Here we print two extracts from the book:

Rule of thumb ?

by an Australian journalist

ON THE FOOTBALL FIELD he was fearless.

Yet every night sucking his thumb was an
essential part of going to sleep. Andrew was
nine years old and despite the earnest, even
frantic efforts of my wife and me, there
seemed to be no end to the habit.

We had tried painting his thumb with
unpleasant tinctures, and sewing up his
sleeves, but the direct assault seemed merely
to lead to a fruitless struggle of wills.

I was kneeling by his bed about to say
prayers with him when I found myself saying,
to my surprise, 'Have you ever asked Jesus to

help you stop sucking your thumb?'
I can still feel the penetrating look in his

eyes as he answered, 'Jesus may work for
you; He doesn't for me.'

'I don't find it easy,' I replied. 'Every day I
have to ask for His help on something I can't
do myself.'
'What was it today?' was the next question,

with an emphasis on the 'today'.
Quick as a flash I remembered, and wished

I hadn't. A debate went on inside me. It was

not an example that would be helpful to him.
In fact it might be harmful. Yet we had always
made a rule to be completely honest in our
replies to genuine questions—and there was
no doubting the searching interest of Andrew
as his eyes levelled unblinkingly on mine.
'Well, as a matter of fact I had to ask Jesus'

help not to look back at a picture on the cover
of a magazine.'
'What was wrong with the picture?'
To an adult I might have replied that it was

'suggestive', but to Andrew I had to say
simply, 'It was dirty.'
The final question, 'And did you look

again?' was answered by a rather relieved
'No'.

Then he prayed. I don't remember the
phrasing of his request for help. What I do
remember is that he neversucked histhumb

again.
Many years later Andrew told us that what

had helped him most was that we were
prepared to be dead honest with him about
our needs, whether he volunteered any
thing or not.

A window opens

by a French woman living in Morocco

I HAD ALWAYS wanted to marry a gentle
man farmer, and that was exactly what
happened. In 1912 my father-in-law had
settled in Morocco. It was to his 750-acre

farm that Charles and I went to make our

home.

My days were full, and Charles sometimes
criticised me for not going with him more
often into the plantations—it was invariably
time to feed the baby or change his nappies.
When he returned in the evening he dived
into his precious newspapers while I kept to
my sewing.

In 1954 the situation in Morocco was

becoming serious. There was a campaign for
independence but the French government
was reluctant to let its protectorate go. Some
friends told us about Caux, the MRA centre
in Switzerland, where many solutions to
political problems had begun to take shape.
We decided to go.
At Caux we met many people. Charles, in

true French style, argued point for point. He
was very up in politics. I was not in the least
interested and didn't get involved. After all,
wasn't a wife's role to keep peace in the
home?

Life at home hadn't turned out as I had

hoped. But I had resigned myself to it—you
don't get the ideal on earth and the best you
can do is to learn to live together. In Caux we
found that it is possible to become different.
On our eighth day there, Charles asked me,
'Where would you like me to change?'

It was like a great window opening onto a

clear sky. It took my breath away. Not being
a courageous person—while he boils over
quite easily—I had always been afraid of
making him angry. I used to suppress my
own outraged feelings. Now I was at a loss
for words.

Then a small incident came into my mind.
'Do you remember the day when I had read
the newspaper to please you ?' I asked, 'and I
asked you some questions because I hadn't
understood everything? Why did you tell
me to go and jump in the lake?'
'Yes, I remember it very well,' Charles

answered seriously. 'You had asked some
thorny questions which I couldn't answer. It
was easier to say you were stupid than to
admit my ignorance. I am sorry.'

The cork of the champagne bottle had
popped and the foam could freely overflow.
For the first time the way was open for us to
say everything to each other, without fear
and without quarrelling.
We walked down across the lawn to a seat.

There we opened our notebooks and we
each made four columns, heading them
absolute honesty, purity, unselfishness and
love. Also a list of all the people whose lives
were involved with ours, at the top he and I,
then our parents, children, servants, work
ers, friends, enemies....

In silence we began to see where we had
fallen short. I used to think myself so honest.
But what about all those secret thoughts
which, in the name of domestic peace, I
took care not to reveal to Charles? Weren't

they dishonesty? And the dream picture I
indulged in of that marvellous husband.

which was my escape from the reality I
found too hard? Wasn't that impurity?

Charles discovered that his frankness with

me often had a streak of cruelty in it, and was
totally devoid of love.

I have a vivid memory of the urge that
took hold of us, the freedom to say every
thing. With it came the courage to be open
about the most difficult things.
As I was getting off my chest all the

deceptions which kept us apart, and as
Charles realised what his attitude had cost

me, an awful discovery began to dawn on
him; the colonial regime was right there in
us. Our relationship had been just like that
between the French, who made decisions
without asking others' advice, and the
Moroccans who kept quiet for fear of
becoming worse off than before.
We returned to Morocco with a new

sensitivity to human needs.
At a time when French and Moroccans

hardly met each other, a leader of the
independence movement learnt of the
change in us.

Hearing that we had stopped having wine
or spirits—which are an offence to the
Morrocans in whose country we were—he
was intrigued and invited us to lunch.

During the meal trust was born. A few
weeks later he and Charles took the plane
for Caux together. Upon their return to
Morocco this man took courageous action
which led the country to independence
without bloodshed.

'Listen to the Children' by Annejet Camp
bell will be available in late June from
Crosvenor Books, 54 Lyford Road, London
SW18 3]]. Paperback £2.25, hardback £5.30
both postage paid.
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i^Jhe world at one
by Anne
Hartneil

l\. • ^

I  LOVE CHILDREN. For seven and a half

years I worked first In a children's home and
then lived with a family. So I was surprised

at my reluctance, three years after Chris and
I were married, to consider starting a family.

I was scared of the responsibility of parent
hood. Would I be any good as a parent?
Would I be able to give the beginnings of a
faith to our child? Would I be able to help
him to cope with the demands and pressures
of life?

Just recently our son, David, had his first
birthday. It Is fascinating to watch his person
ality develop and assert Itself—his sense of
fun, rebellion, mischief and love of life.
When he was a few months old we had to

decide whether or not he should be given
the whooping cough vaccination—which
had been attacked on TV and In the press
because It had caused brain damage In some
children. It's one thing to decide something
for yourself and suffer any consequences

but quite frightening when It may affect
someone else.

We talked with our doctor, parents and
medical friends. Then we prayed that God
would show us what was right. Finally we felt
at peace and that he should have the vacci
nation. He had a series of three Injections
and Is fine.

Our great security as parents Is that we
believe that God has apian for David's life as
He has for everyone. We are entrusted to
seek out that plan and do what we feel God
wants for David until he Is old enough to
decide for himself.

It's natural as parents to want to protect
your child—from the 'wrong sort of friends',
from being hurt, from making the wrong
decisions. We want to prepare David to face
life not to shelter him from It.

What every pupil
wants to know

by Norah Cook

MY STUDENTS had one thing In common—
they wanted happiness out of life. And, they
said, the main Ingredient of happiness was 'a
marriage that worked'.

I used to ask widely different groups of
students what. In their view, was an Ideal
home? Every group gave the same answer,
'A place where you could talk about any
thing.'
Most children, I found, expected high

standards of sexual behaviour from their

parents. And many were critical of their
parents placing such value on money, pos
sessions and power.
Our discussions did not stop at criticism.

The students genuinely wanted to know
how marriages could be made to work. They
asked me whether I was happily married,
and how this had happened.

I told them that my husband and I began
each day with a time of quiet when we
sought God's leading. I am academic, self-
assertive, cautious about money, activist. He
Is a businessman, quiet, generous, relaxed.
The differences In our personalities could
have disrupted our marriage, but there Is
no Incompatibility where both partners
accept the blame If things go wrong and
each genuinely seeks to do what Is right.

For many of these children It was already
too late to speak of united families since
they came from homes where their parents
had separated. These children In particular
wanted to avoid the mistakes their parents
had made. But many of them, scarred by
their parents' disunity, seem Incapable of
forming lasting relationships.
The only answer I have found to this Is my

experience, proved again and again, that
God can sort out the basic personality flaws
which disrupt human relationships.

Grandfather's

footsteps
by John Craig

MY FATHER'S FATHER died when I was

sixteen. I remember a patriarchal figure with
a white beard and calm eyes that radiated an
Inward peace.
He believed In a righteous God to whom

he was accountable, and that the Authorised
Version of the Bible was the Inspired word of
God given to guide him day after day. As a
result he gave up a well-paid job as a steel
furnaceman because his employers Intro
duced Sunday working.
My father's faith was much gentler and

less rigid, based more on the love of God
than on His righteousness, but It was as deep
and dominant In his life as his father's before

him. It steered him through the turmoil of
two world wars, the trials and tribulations of
boom and depression In the steel Industry.
His was the glamorous success story of
private enterprise, the 13-year-old office
boy who became Chairman of his company
and the respected elder statesman of his
Industry. His explanation of the success was
given sincerely In the words, 'I have been
wonderfully led'.

For me faith has meant I will fight that
society accepts that man Is more than an
Instinctive mass of animal flesh. He has a

spirit. I cannot control what others do to me.

but I can decide how I react to what they do.
If I react with the animal Instincts of hate

(aggression), fear (running away, giving In
or lashing out) or greed (grabbing for your
self or exploiting weaker folk) I add to the
disruption of society.

1 pray that my grandchildren will search
for a faith of their own. We will only answer
the problems of the world as we accept that
God has a plan, and a place In that plan for
each of us which. If we are willing, we can
find.

THE FAMILY
Workshop for Future Society

Caux 1979
July 26 - Augutt 2

'Will tomorrow's child continue to be a victim

of materialism and the drive for self-fulfil

ment, and be starved of a sense of God?'
So asks the invitation (left) to a conference
for families at the MRA Assembly Centre
in Switzerland. 'How can today's parents,
teachers and children learn together to
share, to care and to be responsible for the
world they live in?'
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